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The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC)

Objective: to discover functional insight for every gene in the mouse
genome

Team: Collaboration across 21 research institutions from 15 countries

http://www.mousephenotype.org/

Method: For each of 20,000 genes

Generate a single gene knock-out (KO) mouse line
Measure 300 phenotypes on 14 animals from KO line
Compare phenotypes between KO-line and control animals

Data: will eventually comprise

100 million phenotypic measurements
across 400,000 mice
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IMPC: study design, scale, complexity and missingness

Combined SHIRPA and Dysmorphology
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IMPC: Multivariate model adds power and infers
unmeasured phenotype effects
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IMPC: lessons learned, challenges faced, summary outputs
[Nicholson et al., 2022b]

What we learned

The MV structure of phenotypic perturbations is strong and
analytically useful
Replication of measurements on the same KO line across
multiple laboratories was vital for validating our method

Challenges we faced

Identifying a sufficiently complex MV model, and then fitting it
efficiently and effectively
Controlling false positive rates under model misspecification

Summary outputs – a multivariate method increases discovery rates
[Nicholson et al., 2022b]
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Brain Lesion Mapping [Menacher et al., 2022]

Damages to the myelin and
axons appear White matter
hyper-intensity known as lesions.

Deficits in motor, sensory, visual
and autonomic systems

Lesions are heterogeneous: size,
location, incident rate

Lesions

Empirical Lesion Incident Probability: UK Biobank 40K Subjects

Important bio-marker for studying aging, cognitive impairment,
vascular risk factors and neurodegenerative diseases, such as MS.

Objective: mapping areas in the brain where lesion incident is
associated with different covariates

Data: UK BioBank 40,000 subject images each with 50,000 voxels
and subject covariates
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Brain Lesion Mapping

Existing methods are simplistic
or not scalable

Mass-univariate: fit a marginal
model at each 50k voxels
independently

Ignores spatial dependence
among voxels

Traditional Bayesian methods:
not scalable to large scale
studies (Big n)
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Age dependent topic modelling (ATM) of EHR

Low-rank Bayesian modelling of co-occurring diseases
(multi-morbidity) in electronic health records (EHR) provides
opportunity for identifying shared biology and predict future diseases.

Objective: to infer a low-rank representation of multi-morbidity
patterns and identify disease subtypes

Data: hospital episode
statistics (HES) in UK
Biobank.(N = 282, 957
subjects, #diagnoses =
1, 726, 144)

Outcome:
age-dependent topic
modelling (ATM), which
inferred multi-morbidity
topics as functions of age

Figure 1: Age dependent disease diagnoses could be
extracted from EHR.
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ATM infer disease topics from the UK Biobank

Figure 2: Example topics inferred from the UK Biobank using ATM. CER and CAD are two
topics that contain circulatory related diseases. Note hypertension with different age-at-onset
are associated with the distinct disease topics.
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Aspects of Big Science I

Moving from “small data” analysis to “big data” analysis introduces
interesting challenges and features

Multiple stakeholders – many people are invested in the data
generation and scientific questions

need to plan to manage expectations
be clear on the analysis plan. Communicate it to partners

Standard workflows and pipelines don’t scale (linearly)
e.g. need to plan data storage and available compute
statistical methods development is particularly compute hungry (when
iterating model improvements)
conventional statistical methods often won’t scale
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Aspects of Big Science II

Need mixed skills – team science

access to scientific expertise in the data domain
machine learning and biostats skills complimentary

Data wrangling
2x effort on data loading, cleaning, validation, QC than fitting models
[Liang and et al., 2022]
more so in data-fusion studies
data wranglers allows statisticians / analysts to focus on what they’re
good at

Take a data-centric view
stability of analysis typically dominated by quality of the data rather
than methods
see emerging field of MLOps – e.g. Andrew Ng’s work for entry
https://www.deeplearning.ai/wp-content/uploads/...

2021/06/MLOps-From-Model-centric-to-Data-centric-AI.pdf
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Aspects of Big Science III

Reproducibility is key
need to plan from day 0
the goal is to enable the reader to be able to refute the analysis
data versioning and code versioning critical

containers and dockers help

end-to-end stability, not just false discovery rates etc

see [Yu, 2020] for example

use GitHub repo
adhere to reporting guidelines [Moons et al., 2015]

Validation
vital for generalizability of conclusions
preferably on external validation sets. Otherwise internal held-out
(used once) data
explore availability of negative controls
try to emulate the deployment environment in the validation procedures
use appropriate evaluation metrics – matched to the use
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Aspects of Big Science IV

Have faith – there is no perfect analysis

assess forking paths in the analysis and record how decisions were taken
write down objective criteria for methods selection – and the things you
tried
be critical but don’t criticise – be supportive of well meaning analysis,
but stand-up against poor reproducibility
be clear on the limitations of the conclusions and methods
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Bayesian methods

Bayesian methods are particularly useful for big-data analysis

This may come as a surprise to many people who think of Bayesian
methods as non-scalable
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Bayesian Statistics is Predictive Inference

In Bayesian statistics prediction and inference are one and the same

Prediction ↔ Inference

You build predictive models following which you infer quantities of interest
directly from those models
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Predictive models

Predictive inference is the distinguishing feature of Bayesian
statistics

I would argue much more so than the use of a prior

Predictive probabilistic models by their nature measured on
observables

they allow simulation of pseudo-data and checking against observables
“The only relevant test of the validity of a hypothesis is comparison of
prediction with experience.” Milton Friedman (1953)
they provide coherent predictive scoring for model evaluation

an MLE, t-test, or M-estimator doesn’t provide this; c.f. work in
targeted learning – TMLE [Van der Laan et al., 2011]

This feature becomes particularly important for big data analysis
where assumptions need to be evidenced

Predictive models encourage dialogue between Statistician-Scientist
and a common language to communicate

most questions in precision medicine are predictive in nature
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Why go Bayes?

The use of joint probability modelling provides a framework that is well
suited to many aspects of big data, for example,

Missing data is ubiquitous – as almost by definition the more data
you gather the greater the prospect of missingness

In Bayes, missing data is treated as just another unknown that is
marginalised out in inference for parameters θ using data-augmentation

p(θ | yobs) =

∫
p(θ, ymis | yobs) dymis

=

∫
p(θ | ymis , yobs) p(ymis | yobs) dymis

we see the benefits of using a probabilistic predictive model – as
everything is self-contained
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Statistical Interoperability [Nicholson et al., 2022a]

Statistical Interoperability: some complex modelling scenarios
involve multiple data feeds (sources) and multiple questions being
asked of the data

e.g. in the pandemic we had data from wastewater,
testing-on-symptoms, random survey data (e.g. REACT in UK)

Bayesian models encapsulated via DAGs allow inference to be
modularized

Poor data feeds, or misspecified models, can be prevented from
contaminating higher quality data and accurate models through the
use of “cuts” and interoperability [Nicholson et al., 2022a]
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Bayes protects against overfitting

When considering multiple potential models for data, or multiple data
measurements (covariates), there is a question of choice

which covariates/predictors to include?
which models to choose?
how to weight each model in an ensemble of models?

Bayesian analysis, being predictive, has a principled approach to these
questions and in-built protection against over fitting by penalizing
over complex methods

This aspect can be quantified precisely in terms of an inbuilt
cross-validation score
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Bayesian marginal likelihood

Consider a parameter in a predictive model, θ, data y1:n, and posterior
distribution obtained via Bayes’ rule

p(θ | y1:n) =
∏

i fθ(yi ) p(θ)

p(y1:n)

Strictly speaking this is conditional on the model, M, indexing the form of
the likelihood and the covariates included, so we can re-write in longhand

p(θM | y1:n,M) =

∏
i fθM(yi ) p(θM)

p(y1:n | M)

The denominator (RHS), p(y1:n | M), is known as the marginal
likelihood (or prior predictive) for model M. This has an important role
to play in Bayesian model choice (including variable selection)
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Marginal likelihood

The marginal likelihood is a key concept in Bayesian analysis. Formally it
is a joint predictive under the prior

p(y1:n | M) =

∫ ∏
i

fθM(yi ) p(θM) dθM

It’s importance arises as when comparing two models, for example with
differing covariate sets or differing likelihoods, we have

p(M1 | y1:n)
p(M0 | y1:n)

=
p(y1:n | M1)

p(y1:n | M0)
× p(M1)

p(M0)

Model Evidence (Posterior Odds) = Bayes Factor× Prior Odds
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Prequential Factorisation

The marginal likelihood in the Bayes factor is an empirical predictive score

It is a joint probability. Noting the general product rule

p(a, b, c) = p(a) p(b | a) p(c | a, b) ,

we can write
p(y1:n | M) =

∏
i

p(yi | y1:i−1,M) .

Taking logarithms,

log p(y1:n | M) =
n∑

i=1

log p(yi | y1:i−1,M) .

This predictive log marginal likelihood for the data is known as a
prequential score (predictive sequential) [Dawid, 1984]
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Held-out data

The prequential score has form

log p(y1:n | M) = log p(y1 | M) + log p(y2 | y1,M) + · · ·
· · ·+ log p(yn | y1:n−1,M) .

where we see that the score records the Model’s accuracy on a sequence of
1-step-ahead forecasts for unseen data

It measures the model’s learning ability to predict-and-update

This shows why Bayesian model selection and model averaging is
protected against over-fitting, using held-out data (predictive scoring) in
evidence evaluation

But there’s more.....
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Cross-validation

The predictive probability score is invariant to any ordering of factorisation

p(a, b, c) = p(a) p(b | a) p(c | a, b)
= p(b) p(a | b) p(c | a, b)
= p(c) p(b | c) p(a | b, c)

=
...

...

Hence

log p(y1:n | M) = log p(yo(1) | M) + log p(yo(2) | yo(1),M) + · · ·
· · ·+ log p(yo(n) | yo(1):o(n−1),M) ,

for any n! permutations, o(·), of the integers 1, . . . , n, the score is constant

This is remarkable! – for instance in binary classification (logistic
regression) we could take data in any order and we always end up with the
same score. This is a simple result of using a joint probability.
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Cross-validation II [Fong and Holmes, 2020]

The final term in the prequential characterisation of the log marginal
likelihood log p(y1:n | M) is

log p(yn | y1:(n−1),M) ,

which looks like leave-one-out cross-validation

The second last term looks like leave-two-out,

log p(y(n−1) | y1:(n−2),M)

the third term is leave-three-out, etc

By considering the score’s invariance to any permutation we find that
the Bayesian marginal log-likelihood, log p(y1:n | M), is equivalent to
exhaustive cross-validation averaged over all hold-p-out test sets for all p
[Fong and Holmes, 2020]

This is equivalent to averaging over 2n − 1 cross-validation
training-test splits for the data
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Bayes factors

We have shown that Bayesian model probabilities, including choice of
predictors and model weights within Bayesian ensembles, use exhaustive
cross-validation prediction

This still leaves the challenge of computing model probabilities in big data
settings
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BLESS Application: UK BioBank [Menacher et al., 2022]

Goal: finding areas in the brain where lesion incident is associated
with age

Analysis: lesion association with age adjusting for gender, head size
and ageXgender interaction

Data: 40k subjects each image
has 50k voxels

Complexity: 200k spatially
linked regression coefficients (4
covariates including intercept
per voxel)

Lesions

Empirical Lesion Incident Probability: UK Biobank 40K Subjects

Why Bayesian: wish to evaluate excursion sets and accommodate
posterior uncertainty
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BLESS: computational complexity and Bayesian bootstrap

We have around 200k regression parameters

250,000 dimension model space for lesion indicators, one for each voxel

MCMC is extremely challenging

Use recent developments in the Bayesian bootstrap (BB)

Like Efron’s bootstrap the BB uses the empirical distribution as a
predictive
Draws joint samples from the ECDF predictive (rather than iid
samples conditional on the ECDF – Efron)
The BB leads to a form of weighted log-likelihood
Posterior samples are obtained by optimization (maximum weighted
log-likelihood) rather than sequential simulation (MCMC)
Fast, highly parallel, independent samples able to handle multi-modal
posteriors – no convergence or mixing issues, but less general

[Rubin, 1981, Newton and Raftery, 1994, Lyddon et al., 2018,
Lyddon et al., 2019, Nie and Ročková, 2022, Fong et al., 2019,
Fong et al., 2022]
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BLESS Results: Marginals

Annealing like
strategy to avoid
local modes

Bayesian
Bootstrap BLESS
(BB-BLESS)
finds 2K voxels
more than Firth
regression
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BLESS Results: Cluster size

Approximate posterior samples allows to derive any new statistics like
cluster size (Excursion set size)
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Figure 3: Cluster Size Inference: Left: Raw age effect size image. Middle: Test statistic map
for age effect. Right: Cluster size distribution for the largest cluster detected by a cluster
defining threshold of 2.3 (The solid line indicates the observed cluster size from BLESS-VI and
the dashed lines signify the 95% credible interval of cluster size.)
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Conclusions

Big data analysis demands careful thought and changes to project
planning and the analysts workflow

reproducibility, stability of analysis, and validation are key

Bayesian inference is predictive inference1 with generative models.
This is well suited to big data when asking multiple questions of the
data and for scientific understanding of the process

Bayes’ in-built protection against over-fitting, model scoring on
held-out data through exhaustive cross-validation measuring ability to
predict-and-update

Recent developments in Bayesian bootstraps, replacing MCMC
simulation with optimization of randomized objective functions,
provides scalable computational solutions (but less general)

1
see forthcoming JRSS-B discussion paper [Fong et al., 2022]
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